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At the time of the World's Columbian Exposition of 1893, the United States was fast becoming
the world's leading economy. Chicago, the host city, had grown in less than half a century from a
village to the country's second-largest metropolis. During this, the Gilded Age, the world's most
extensive railroad and steamship networks poured ceaselessly through Chicago, carrying the
raw goods and finished products of America's great age of invention and industrial expansion.
The Fair was the largest ever at the time, with 65,000 exhibitors and millions of visitors. It has
been called the "Blueprint of the American Future" and marked the beginning of the national
economy and consumer culture.

From the Back CoverResume Magic combines great tips with before-and-after resumé
transformations to explain the nuts and bolts of resume creation. Author, Susan Britton
Whitcomb connects professional techniques with actual examples to demonstrate why the
techniques work. Any college student, recent graduate, or job-seeking adult will use the
strategies and advice provided in this book a thousand times over. As part of the popular Magic
series, this fourth edition discusses the changing role of the resume amid new online uses and
personal branding applications.About the AuthorSusan Britton Whitcomb has provided career
management strategies to people who want to move their career forward faster for more than 20
years. Susan speaks nationally on the topic of career management. She is past president of
Career Masters Institute, the job seeker s go-to resource for trusted career experts; founder of
Career Coach Academy, a training center and think-tank for quality career coaches; and
principal of California-based Whitcomb Career Consulting.
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photographs of the World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893 capture in stunning detail the
grandeur of this greatest of all American world’s fairs. Carefully composed to promote the fair
and attract visitors from around the world, images of the main fairgrounds reveal gleaming white
edifices reflected in serene lagoons, massive buildings covered with intricate ornamentation,
and stately streets lined with fountains and sculpture. Jutting west from the main fairgrounds was
a one-mile-long combination anthropology exhibit and amusement park known as the Midway
Plaisance. Photographs of the Midway and its denizens reveal a kaleidoscope of exotic
structures placed cheek by jowl, throngs of people straining to see and hear and smell the
colorful parade of humanity on display, and a towering, revolving wheel pressed against the
sky.For six months from May through October, the Columbian Exposition dominated Chicago.
Called the “White City” for the uniform marble-like finish applied to its buildings’ plaster facades,
the 628-acre fairgrounds in Jackson Park were heralded as a tremendous aesthetic triumph for
Chicago and America and were celebrated as a model for a new kind of city. Calling on
Frederick Law Olmsted to design the grounds and a host of American architects to create the
buildings, Director of Works Daniel H. Burnham ensured that the Columbian Exposition
embodied beauty, symmetry, and harmony, qualities that made a visit to the fair a breathtaking
and memorable experience.But these surviving photographs, however captivating and powerful
they may be, do not reveal one of the most salient aspects of the fair—its unabashed celebration
of consumption. The first world’s fair, The Exhibition of Works of Industry of All Nations of 1851
and its fabled Crystal Palace in London’s Hyde Park, stressed displays of industrial equipment
and processes as the ultimate measure of human development. The 1855 Paris Exposition
Universelle, however, dramatically shifted the focus of fairs from production to consumption and



made the products of industry the index of world progress. Paris highlighted its own luxury
goods and established through four successive and successful world’s fairs—1855, 1867, 1878,
and 1889—exposition standards that defined all future fairs. Drawing on Paris expositions for
guidance and inspiration, the organizers of the White City created the 19th century’s largest and
most significant display of consumption ever imagined. Indeed, if the landscaping and
architecture of the Columbian Exposition announced a new urban world, then the thousands of
products displayed inside the buildings represented a new world of goods.Understanding the
power and the impact of this display is difficult to fathom today—the daily bombardment of mail
order catalogs, television commercials, billboards, and computer popups have numbed us to
advertisers’ messages. But for fairgoers, it was a source of national pride. And because precious
few photographs recorded the exhibitors and their products, this aspect of the history of the
exposition remains elusive and seems ever more remote.
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J. Hodges, “Details, details, details. History buffs of Chicago's 1893 Columbian Exposition will
welcome this book. It contains many facts and details on persons, places, and things not
included in other books about the Fair.However, a caveat:First, this book is not intended to be a
definitive account of the Fair. Second, I found a few facts or details misleading or wrong.
Unfortunately, when a reader finds even one mistake we question "How many other facts or
details are wrong?" Fortunately, Mr. Rosenberg provides references so hopefully there are only a
few. Persons who reference the book recommended below will obviously see the errors for both
electrical generation and how elevators were powered.Mr. Rosenberg indicates that he used the
Boston Public, Harvard University, and Brookline libraries. From his writing, you get the
impression "the sun rises and sets in Boston Massachusetts" Indeed, he is so "provincial" it
gets on your nerves. To him, almost everything in or involving the CHICAGO FAIR had its origin
in the Massachusetts, Boston, or New England area. Obviously, to him, Chicago was filled with
yokels back then - and apparently now. He spent one morning visiting and rummaging through
the Chicago History Museum. Golly Gee! One morning in the Chicago Museum for research on
the Chicago Fair!I found the best fact book on Machinery Hall and electrical generation for the
Fair is "The Wonders of Machinery Hall" reprinted from the 1892 and 1893 American Machinist
Magazine available from Lindsay Publications ([...])I give Mr. Rosenberg four stars for his effort
to pull together this work. It's a nice addition to the other books on the Fair. The paper and print
quality are first rate.”

Reviews, “Pittodrie. Excellent book. Some rehash compared to others; but also had considerable
info i did not know. overall statistically informative. I enjoyed this book and recommend it. i love
reading about turn of the century events and people.i am quite familiar with the location; i played
soccer on the midway and one time got onto stag field at the u of chicago!!!”

Priscilla Quezada, “Nice. Good read”

Kathryn Atwood, “Detailed Description of the 1893 Columbian Exposition. There are many
books about the epochal Columbian Exposition, the cultural, commercial, and technological
watershed whose wonders awed the 28 million visitors who ambled through "The White City"
between May and October of 1893. But one book arguably contains more detail than most
others: Chaim M. Rosenberg's "America at the Fair."For instance, I already knew that the
Columbian Exposition was the first world's "electric" fair and that evening ticket-holders were
thrilled by dazzling displays of electric lights. But until reading "America at the Fair," I didn't
realize that Edison's General Electric Company and the Westinghouse Electric Company had
been involved in a "War of the Currents" since 1883 and that Westinghouse gained not only the
right to light up the Chicago fair but that it also won the "best site" award in the Electricity
Building.Most books which discuss the Fair's Women's Pavilion also mention that architect



Sophie Hayden was commissioned to design the building. But, to my knowledge, none but
Rosenberg's relates that because of discouragements suffered relative to her association with
the Fair (including being paid significantly less than her male counterparts) Ms. Hayden suffered
a breakdown and never designed another building.Perhaps, some readers will find that
Rosenberg provides too much detail at times. For instance, some might not care that the New
York Life Insurance Company, one of the many insurers of the Fair in case of fire, had assets of
137 million and 224,000 policies. While it cannot be denied that Rosenberg obviously adores
numbers and facts, he generally makes those things work for him; his detailed-filled descriptions
can be very illuminating, as seen in the following description of Chicago's 1892 thoroughfares,
found in one of Rosenberg's pre-Fair chapters, "From Village to Metropolis":"Town planners
made sure that Chicago had its grand boulevards. Michigan Avenue and Oakwood Boulevard
were each 100 feet wide. Drexel, Garfield and Western Boulevards were 200 feet wide, while
Douglas, Central and Humboldt Boulevards were each 250 feet in width. State Street was
Chicago's main shopping street, built to resemble Regent Street in London. Madison Street was
Chicago's great east to west thoroughfare. The manufacturing district was located south of Lake
Street and east of Halsted Street. Immigrants, factories, and stockyards filled this area of the
city."But the book's main thrust, obviously, is the Fair itself and Rosenberg devotes one chapter
to each of the following Fair buildings: manufacturers and liberal arts, electricity, agriculture,
transportation, machinery, one chapter combining the "freestanding pavilions," and one which
lists the nations who took part in the Fair and a detailed description of their displays. He also
combines the World Congress of Ideas and the Midway Plaisance into one chapter entitled
"Lofty Thoughts and Low Down Fun."Scattered generously throughout the book are black and
white photographs, sketches, and advertisements which portray different aspects of the Fair,
and, at the center of the book is an absolute treasure: 31 pages of facsimile lithograph trading
cards in full color --advertising everything from kerosene lanterns and kitchen utensils to corsets
and chocolate -- which were distributed during the Fair.Very occasionally, one wishes that the
book's plethora of facts were better organized. For instance, when mentioning how Britain came
to be one of the "exhibiting nations," Rosenberg relates that it was Robert Todd Lincoln, US
ambassador to Britain and son of the late President, who formally invited Britain to the Fair, via
Britain's Prime Minister. Rosenberg then goes on to describe, in a short paragraph, the
ambassador's lineage and what became of him. It is highly interesting but more than slightly
diverting and would have been better placed in a sidebar rather than in the text.But detail-lovers,
especially those hungry for information about an event at once as epochal and far removed from
the present as the Columbian Exposition, will be thankful for the details, photographic and
otherwise, found in "America at the Fair."”

The book by Chaim M. Rosenberg has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 8 people have provided feedback.
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